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The paper suggests the concepts of an upper entropy and a lower entropy. We propose a 
new axiomatic definition, namely, upper entropy axioms, inspired by axioms of metric 
spaces, and also formulate lower entropy axioms. We also develop weak upper entropy 
axioms and weak lower entropy axioms. Their conditions are weaker than those of 
Shannon-Khinchin axioms and Tsallis axioms, while these conditions are stronger than 
those of the axiomatics based on the first three Shannon-Khinchin axioms for 
superstatiscs. The expansibility, subadditivity and strong subadditivity of entropy are 
obtained in the new axiomatics. Tsallis statistics is a special case of the superstatistics 
which satisfies our axioms. Moreover, different forms of information measures, such as 
Shannon entropy, Daroczy entropy, Tsallis entropy and other entropies, can be unified 
under the same axiomatic framework. 
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The Boltzmann–Gibbs (BG) statistics works perfectly for classical systems with short range forces 
and relatively simple dynamics in equilibrium. However, Einstein never accepted Boltzmann’s 
principle NkH log= , because he argued that the statistics ( N ) of a system should follow from its 
dynamics and, in principle, could not be postulated a priori (1). The foundation of Boltzmann 
statistical mechanics is the Boltzmann-Gibbs entropy. Entropy plays an important role in statistical 
mechanics.  
Weakly interacting statistical systems are perfectly described by thermodynamics. However, 
one may be interested in nonequilibrium systems with a stationary state, long transient behaviour 
in systems with long-range interactions. In a system with long-range interactions, its sub-systems 
interact with each other. The energy of a system may not simply be the sum of the subsystem 
energy. Obviously, the entropy of such a system may no longer be the sum of its component 
entropy. It has been realized that systems with long-range interactions cannot be described by 
extensive Boltzmann statistics. The statistics sometimes may even lead to some unreasonable 
results. E.g., from the view of Boltzmann statistics, the long-range interactions may lead to a 
thermodynamic singularity. In physics there is no way to obtain sum entropy in a finite system. 
Therefore, the generalized entropy function is regarded as a starting point for universal statistical 
mechanics.  
It was Tsallis in his seminal paper (2) who for the first time suggested to generalize statistical 
mechanics using his entropic forms. Tsallis, Beck, Cohen et. al. generalized Boltzmann-Gibbs 
function and established new statistical mechanics, namely superstatistics (1, 2, 3). The conception 
“statistics of statistics” was firstly put forward by Beck et. al. (1), which seemed to be more 
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effective to describe nonequilibrium systems. Superstatistics describes statistical systems that 
behave like superpositions of different inverse temperatures β , so that the probability distribution 
is ∫∞ −∝ 0 )()( ββε βε defp ii , where the “kernel” )(βf is nonnegative and normalized [ 1)(0 =∫∞ ββ df ]. 
Hanel and Thurner et al.(4) discussed the relation between this distribution and the generalized 
entropic form ∑=
i
ipgH )( . The maximum entropy principle is a method for obtaining the most 
likely distribution functions of observables from statistical systems by maximizing entropy under 
constraints.  
In physics, the missing information on the concrete state of a system is related to the entropy 
of the system. Entropy is also an elementary information concept. In 1948 Shannon (5), applies 
Boltzmann’s statistical entropy to information theory and gives a new meaning to entropy, relating 
entropy with the absence/presence of information in a given message. Shannon’s entropy is a 
measure of uncertainty about a system, which can characterize the amount of information. The 
entropy is defined as our missing information on the actual occurrence of events, given that we 
only know the probability distribution of the events. As a theoretical foundation, Shannon entropy 
plays a key role in theory and applications of information theory. Entropy is not only an important 
concept and a physical quantity in physics and information theory, but also has been widely 
applied in system theory, cybernetics, economics, management sciences, engineering sciences and 
other fields. 
An axiomatic system is a formal description of a way to establish the scientific truth that 
flows from a fixed set of assumptions. Shannon and Khinchin proposed an axiomatic system of 
information entropy, namely, the Shannon-Khinchin (SK) axioms† (5). Khinchin had rigorously 
proven that the Shannon entropy is the only function that satisfies all four of the Khinchin axioms 
(6). That is to say, the SK axioms are equivalent to Shannon entropy function, and Shannon 
information function is uniquely determined by all four SK axioms. This axiomatic system ensures 
the uniqueness of the classical Boltzmann entropy or Shannon entropy form, 
∑
=
−=
W
i
iiBGS ppkH
1
log . However, it is well known that there are some limitations of Shannon 
entropy, which have restricted its potential applications in physics including complex systems with 
long-range interactions, scattering processes, and hydrodynamic turbulence (1–4). Daroczy and 
Tsallis generalized Shannon entropy with adjustable parameters (2, 7), respectively. Therefore, 
there are other forms of information measures besides Shannon entropy. Beck(8) discussed some 
of the most important examples of information measures that are useful for the description of 
complex systems. 
To characterize strongly interacting statistical systems within a thermodynamical framework, 
in particular, complex systems, a series of generalized entropies have been proposed in the past. 
Based on Shannon-Khinchin axiomatics, Santos (9) and Abe (10) proposed a set of axioms which 
are appropriate to the Tsallis entropy function in a broader sense, respectively. Santos-Abe axioms 
is as follows: (i) the entropy is a continuous function of the probabilities { }ip ; (ii) the entropy is 
a monotonically increasing function of the number of states N  in the case of equidistribution 
Npi /1= ;  (iii) the entropy satisfies the pseudoadditivity relation 
++=+ kBHkAHkBAH /)(/)(/)( βββ 2/)()()1( kBHAHq ββ− ( A  and B being two independent 
systems, β  is a constant and k  is a positive constant), and (iv) the entropy satisfies the relation 
+= ),(})({ MLi ppHpH ββ })/({})/({ MiMLiL ppHpppHp ββββ + , where 1=+ ML pp  ( ∑
=
= L
N
i
iL pp
1
  
and ∑
+=
=
N
Ni
iM
L
pp
1
). They have proved, along Shannon’s line, that the unique function that satisfies 
                                                        
† Shannon–Khinchin axioms:  (K1) Entropy is a continuous function of the probabilities pi only, i.e., H should not explicitly 
depend on any other parameters. (K2) Entropy is maximal for the equidistribution pi = 1/W; from this, the concavity of H follows.  
(K3) Adding a state W + 1 to a system with pW+ 1= 0 does not change the entropy of the system; from this, H(0) =0 follows. (K4) 
Entropy of a system composed of two subsystems, A and B, is H(A + B) = H(A) + H(B/A). 
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all these properties is Tsallis entropy 1,)1(
1
),,,(
1
21 ≠−−= ∑= ββ ββ
N
i
iN
T pkpppH L . That is to 
say, their axiomatics is equivalent to Tsallis entropy. However, Santos-Abe axioms can still not 
unify Shannon entropy, Daroczy entropy, Tsallis entropy, Rényi entropy (11) and other forms of 
information measures into an axiomatics.  
Hanel and Thurner (12) proved that under the first three Shannon-Khinchin axioms and the 
condition assuming that entropy has to be of the form ∑=
i
ipgH )(  each statistical system is 
characterized by a unique pair of scaling exponents (c, d) in the large size limit. These exponents 
define equivalence classes for all interacting and non-interacting systems. However, if the form 
∑=
i
ipgH )(  is canceled, then this axiomatic framework is too broad to reflect the nature of 
some complex systems. The main purpose of the paper is to find a set of reasonable entropy 
axioms, and a new axiomatic framework of entropy is presented as follows. 
 
 
Upper entropy axioms 
Suppose that }1,,,2,1,0),,,{(
1
21 ==≥=Ω ∑
=
N
i
iiN pNipppp LL , H is a mapping from Ω  into 
R (all real numbers). H is called an upper entropy function if it satisfies the following axiomatic 
requirements:  
(i) Continuity: ),,,,( 21 LL npppH is a continuous function, and 0),,,,( 21 =LL npppH  if and 
only if there exists a positive integer k , such that, 1=kp . 
(ii) Symmetry: ),,,,( 21 LL npppH  is symmetric for arbitrary L,2,1, =ipi . 
(iii) Increasing property: if miqi ,,2,1,0 L=≥ , and i
m
i
n qp ∑
=
=
1
, then 
),,,(
),,,,,,(),,,,,,,,(0
21
1121121121
n
m
nn
n
nnnnmn
p
q
p
q
p
qHp
pppppHpqqqpppH
L
LLLLL
≤
−≤ +−+−
.            [1] 
(iv) Maximum: for any finite positive integer N , 
)1,,1,1(),,,( 21 NNN
HpppH N LL ≤ .                          [2] 
Beck(8) pointed out that the entire formalism of statistical mechanics can be regarded as 
being based on maximizing the entropy (= missing information) of the system under consideration 
subject to suitable constraints, and hence naturally the question arises how to measure this missing 
information. In principle general information measures (that contain the Shannon information as a 
special case) can be chosen. From the view of information theory, we illuminate upper entropy 
axioms as follows. Axiom (i) shows that entropy is minimum when there is no uncertainty in a 
system, while entropy is 0 when each event is certain. Since information entropy depicts the 
average uncertainty before a message is sent, axiom (ii) shows that entropy is only related to the 
overall statistical properties of information source. If the statistical properties of two information 
sources contain the same message and probability distribution, then the entropies of the 
information sources are of the same. Axiom (iii) shows that, assuming that any one element of an 
information source is divided into m parts, and the sum of the probabilities of m parts is equal to 
the probability of the original element of the information source, then the entropy of the new 
information source may not reduce, and the increasing amount may not exceed the right side of 
formula [1]. Axiom (iv) means the information measure H takes on an absolute maximum for the 
uniform distribution (
NNN
1,,1,1 L ), any other probability distribution has an information content 
that is less than or equal to that of the uniform distribution. 
In this axiomatics, besides Shannon entropy，other functions may also be used to measure 
information uncertainty. 
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Upper entropy function properties  
(1) Expansibility  
For any given n , then 
),,0,,,,(),,,,,( 121121 LLLL nnnn ppppHppppH −− = .                       [3] 
Proof: Axiom (iii) leads to 
)1,0(),,,,(
),,,0,,,,(),,,,,,(
21
11211121
HppppH
pppppHpppppH
nn
nnnnnn
+≤
≤ +−+−
LL
LLLL  
From axiom (i), we have 0)1,0( =H , thus 
),,,,(),,,0,,,,(),,,,,,( 2111211121 LLLLLL nnnnnnn pppHpppppHpppppH ≤≤ +−+− , 
and hence 
),,,0,,,,(),,,,,,( 11211121 LLLL +−+− = nnnnnn pppppHpppppH  
The expansibility means the information measure H should not change if the sample set of 
events is enlarged by another event that has probability zero. 
(2) Upper subadditivity  
If X and Y are two independent information sources, then  
)()()( YHXHYXH +≤+    
Namely, let us denote ),,,( 21 npppX L= and ),,( 21 mqqqY L= as two probability distributions, it 
follows immediately that 
),,,(),,,(
),,,,,,,,,(
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212221212111
mn
mnnnmm
qqqHpppH
qpqpqpqpqpqpqpqpqpH
LL
LLLL
+≤ .                  [4] 
Proof: From axiom (iii), we have 
),,(),,,(
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(3) Upper strong subadditivity 
For information sources X and Y , then 
)/()()( XYHXHYXH +≤+  
Namely, let us denote ),,,( 21 npppX L= and ),,( 21 mqqqY L= as two probability distributions, the 
conditional probability is used to describe the relationship between them.  
mjnipxXyYP ijij LL ,2,1,,,2,1,)( =====  
Writing the entropy of ijp as )/( XYH , the conditional entropy is given by 
),,,()/( 21
1
imii
n
i
i pppHpXYH L∑
=
= ,                                 [5] 
Then 
),,,(),,,(
),,,,,,,,,(
21
1
21
212222221211121111
imii
n
i
in
nmnnnnnmm
pppHppppH
ppppppppppppppppppH
LL
LLLL
∑
=
+≤ .              [6] 
The proof is similar to that of upper subadditivity (omitted), upper strong subadditivity is 
easily proved. 
(4) Extremal monotonicity 
For a given set of N equiprobable states, i.e., Npi /1= , H is a monotonic increasing function 
of N . 
Proof: From the expansibility, we have 
)0,1,,1,1()1,,1,1(
NNN
H
NNN
H LL = ,                            [7] 
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Further from the maximum, we get 
 )
1
1,
1
1,,
1
1,
1
1()0,1,,1,1( ++++≤ NNNNHNNNH LL ,                    [8] 
Substituting Eq. 7 into Eq. 8, we can rewrite Eq. 8 by 
)
1
1,
1
1,,
1
1,
1
1()1,,1,1( ++++≤ NNNNHNNNH LL .                     
Therefore, for a given set of N equiprobable states, i.e., Npi /1= , H is a monotonic increasing 
function of N . 
Tsallis (1988) defined a type of entropy, namely Tsallis entropy 
 1,)1(
1
1),,,(
1
21 ≠−−= ∑= ββ ββ
n
i
in
T ppppH L .                 [9] 
When 1>β , we prove the Tsallis entropy satisfies the upper entropy axioms. Apparently, 
),,,( 21 n
T pppH Lβ  satisfies axiom (ii) and (iv). Firstly, we prove (i), If there exists 1=ip , 
obviously, 0)1(
1
1),,,(
1
21 =−−= ∑=
n
i
in
T ppppH ββ βL
. If 0)1(
1
1),,,(
1
21 =−−= ∑=
n
i
in
T ppppH ββ βL
, there 
exits i , such that, 1=ip , ,0=jp niij ,,1,1,,2,1 LL +−= . Else, niiijp j ,,1,,1,,2,1,10 LL +−=<< , 
thus njpp jj ,,2,1, L=<β , 11 =<= ∑∑
j
j
j
j pp
β , which leads to a contradiction by itself. Therefore, 
axiom (i) is proved. 
Secondly, we prove the increasing property. If miqi ,,2,1,0 L=≥ , and i
m
i
n qp ∑
=
=
1
, when 1>β , 
then 0
1
1 >−β ,  
)1()1(
11
β
ββ
β
ββββ
n
i
m
i
nn
n
i
m
i
nni
m
i p
qpp
p
qppq ∑∑∑
==
−+−≤−+−=−  
Eq. 1 is proved. Therefore, axiom (iii) is proved.  
Daroczy(1970) defined Daroczy entropy as follows. 
1,0,)1(
21
1),,,(
1
121 ≠>−−= ∑=− ββ
β
ββ
n
i
in ppppH L     
In analogy with Tsallis entropy, we can derive that Daroczy entropy satisfies upper entropy 
axioms when 1>β .  
Another type of entropy is defined , namely 
 1)),ln)1((1(
1
1),,,(
1
21 ≠−−−−= ∑= βββ ββ
n
i
iiin ppppppH L     [10] 
In analogy with Tsallis entropy, we can also prove that this entropy satisfies upper entropy 
axioms when 1>β . 
 
 
Lower entropy axioms 
Suppose }1,,,2,1,0),,,{(
1
21 ==≥=Ω ∑
=
N
i
iiN pNipppp LL , H is a mapping from Ω into R (all real 
numbers). H is called a lower entropy function if it satisfies the following four entropy axioms. 
(i) Continuity:  the property is the same as the continuity in upper entropy axioms. 
(ii) Symmetric expansibility: ),,,,( 21 LL npppH  is symmetrical for arbitrary ip , and  
),,0,,,,(),,,,,( 121121 LLLL nnnn ppppHppppH −− = ,                      [11] 
(iii) Increasing property: if miqi ,,2,1,0 L=≥ , and i
m
i
n qp ∑
=
=
1
, then 
 ),,,(),,,,(),,,,,,,,( 2121121121
n
m
nn
nnnmn p
q
p
q
p
qHppppHpqqqpppH LLLLLL ≥−+− .          [12] 
(iv) Maximum: the property is the same as the maximum in upper entropy axioms. 
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When 1<β , we prove Tsallis entropy satisfies lower entropy axioms. 
Evidentlly, ),,,( 21 nT pppH Lβ  satisfies axiom (ii) and (iv). Firstly, we prove (i). If exists 1=ip , 
obviously, 0)1(
1
1),,,(
1
21 =−−= ∑=
n
i
in
T ppppH ββ βL . If 0)1(1
1),,,(
1
21 =−−= ∑=
n
i
in
T ppppH ββ βL , 
there exits i ,such that, 1=ip , ,0=jp niij ,,1,1,,2,1 LL +−= . Else, niiijp j ,,1,,1,,2,1,10 LL +−=<< , 
thus, njpp jj ,,2,1, L=>β , 11 =>= ∑∑
j
j
j
j pp
β , which leads to a contradiction by itself. Therefore, 
nonnegativity axiom is proved. 
Secondly, we prove the increasing property. If miqi ,,2,1,0 L=≥ , and i
m
i
n qp ∑
=
=
1
. Since 
01
1
≤− ∑
= β
β
n
i
m
i p
q , and nn pp ≥β , thus,  
)1()1(
11
β
ββ
β
ββββ
n
i
m
i
nn
n
i
m
i
nni
m
i p
qpp
p
qppq ∑∑∑
==
−+−≤−+−=−          
when 1<β , 0
1
1 <−β , then,  Eq. 12 is proved. Therefore, axiom (iii) is proved.  
Similar to that of Tsallis entropy, we can prove that Daroczy entropy satisfies lower entropy 
axioms when 10 << β . 
Similar to that of Tsallis entropy, we can also prove that entropy (Eq.10) satisfies lower 
entropy axioms when 10 << β  
Theorem 1. If a function satisfies both upper entropy axioms and lower entropy axioms, then 
it is a Shannon entropy. 
Theorem 2(lower strong subadditivity). If H  is a lower entropy function, for systems 
(information sources) X and Y , then 
)/()()( XYHXHYXH +≥+ .                 [13] 
 
Abe (1997) introduced a kind of entropy, namely Abe entropy (8) 
 1,)(1),,,(
1
121 ≠−−−= ∑= −− βββ βββ
n
i
iin
Abe pppppH L .           [14] 
 
From Eq. 14, we have 
),,,(
1
1),,,(
1
),,,( 212121 1 n
T
n
T
n
Abe pppHpppHpppH LLL −+++= βββ ββ
β , 
which implies that Abe entropy is not either an upper entropy function or a lower entropy 
function.  
 
We may replace axiom (iii) in upper entropy axioms or lower entropy axioms by the less 
stringent condition, which just states that the entropy of independent systems should be additive. 
In this case one ends up with other information measures which are called the Rényi entropies (8). 
These are defined as 
1,ln
1
1),,,(
1
21 ≠−−= ∑= ββ ββ
n
i
in
R ppppH L .               [15] 
However, Rényi entropies satisfy neither upper entropy axioms nor lower entropy axioms. 
Therefore, these requirements of the upper entropy axioms and the lower entropy axioms are also 
stronger. In order to find a fairly simple axiomatics, we will develop weak upper entropy axioms 
and weak lower entropy axioms as follows.  
 
Weak upper entropy axioms 
Axioms (i), (ii) and axiom (iv) in lower entropy axioms are kept, and axiom (iii) is replaced 
by the following more general version: new axiom (iii), if system (information source) X and 
system (information source) Y are independent, then 
)()()( YHXHYXH +≤+ .                    [16] 
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Weak lower entropy axioms 
Axioms (i), (ii) and axiom (iv) in lower entropy axioms are kept, and axiom (iii) is replaced 
by the following more general version: new axiom (iii), if system (information source) X and 
system (information source) Y are independent, then 
)()()( YHXHYXH +≥+ .                    [17] 
 
Rényi entropy is not only a weak upper entropy function, but also a weak lower entropy 
function. 
Landsberg-Vedral entropy is defined as follows 
1,)11(
1
1),,,(
1
21 ≠−−−= ∑
=
ββ ββ n
i
i
n
L
p
pppH L .               [18] 
When 1>β , Landsberg-Vedral entropy is a weak lower entropy function. When 1<β , 
Landsberg-Vedral entropy is a weak upper entropy function.  
The following entropy (12) 
0,)/1(ln),,,( /121 >= ∑ γγγ
i
iin pppppH L .               [19] 
When 1≥γ , the entropy is a weak upper entropy function. When 10 ≤< γ , the entropy is a 
weak lower entropy function.  
The following entropy (12) 
0,)/1ln(),,,( 21 >= ∑ βββ
i
iin pppppH L .               [20] 
When 10 ≤< β , it is a weak lower entropy function. When 1≥β , it is a weak upper entropy 
function. 
 
 
 
Discussion 
Shannon entropy plays a key role in the development and applications of information theory, 
and also has many applications in physics, management sciences, system sciences and so on. 
Because it still has many limitations, different forms of information measure such as Daroczy 
entropy and Tsallis entropy have been proposed. Tsallis statistics is just one example of many 
possible new statistics. In general, complex nonequilibrium problems may require different types 
of superstatistics. However, as axioms of metric spaces, whether there is a more reasonable 
axiomatic framework for superstatistics is an interesting question. To proceed with our exploration, 
upper entropy axioms and lower entropy axioms are proposed in the paper. This axiomatics 
provides a framework, which can integrate Shannon entropy, Daroczy entropy, Tsallis entropy and 
so on. We hope that the work might contribute to the superstatistics theory. 
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